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i. Data set and approach

- Two Seaside CODAR systems 4.5 MHz frequency, 200 km range with 5 km radial and 5º angular resolutions.
- Hourly radials (from MUSIC) are QC and converted to total fields, using the HFR Progs MATLAB package, gridded into a 5 km resolution regular orthogonal mesh (1416 nodes, LMS algorithm R=10 km).
i. Data set and approach

- 22 trajectories from several campaigns within the Bay of Biscay (Charria et al. 2013)
- Surface float linked to a long holey sock drogue (~10 m) centered at 15 m depth (hourly ARGOS positioning)
- Eulerian correlations of buoys comparable to those obtained for slope moorings 12.5 m data for stratified conditions and significantly higher that those for mooring data at 1.5m (*Rubio et al. 2011, Solabarrieta et al., 2013)
i. Data set and approach

May 2010 - Dec 2012 → Training of the STP model

2009 → Comparison of TOTALs, OMA, PRESIS. and STP and real trajectories (1 trajectory /6h along the real track)

2009-2012 → Further evaluation of STP results, prediction vs. persistence (1 trajectory/ 1h using a regular grid)
ii. Method used for the STP

WE use the linear autoregressive models described in Frolov et al., 2012.

MAIN STEPS

OMA analysis is applied to hourly HF radar data

Empirical Orthogonal Function (EOF) of OMA gridded fields

Retained the 50 leading EOF modes

For the time-series of these modes, construct a vector autoregressive model used for prediction.

Because of the combination of the EOF pre-processing and the time-embedding in the autoregressive model (up to 48 in the past), this forecast model learns both the tidal and inertial signals and the basin-wide modes of the circulation at the same time.
iii. Comparison to real trajectories
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iii. Comparison to real trajectories

Distribution of distances with real trajectories [km] and lognormal fit
### iii. Comparison to real trajectories

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time (h)</th>
<th>Main statistical parameters [km] (adjusted lognormal distributions)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>TOTALS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Mean</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
iv. STP spatio-temporal performance

From 03-Apr-2009 01:00:00 to 01-Dec-2012

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time (h)</th>
<th>Benefit of STP</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>All 2009</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>&lt;1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>8% 12.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24</td>
<td>20,4% 22.5%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

STP vs. PERSISTENCE
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iv. STP spatio-temporal performance

SE Bay of Biscay dynamics...

- *Seasonal slope current and seasonal winds*
- *Recurrent observation of mesoscale features*

EOF1 30 % variance

EOF and K-means analysis

iv. STP spatio-temporal performance

SE Bay of Bscay dynamics...

- Seasonal distribution of energy at high-frequency bands

INERTIAL BAND

SEMIDIURNAL BAND

Contribution (%) to the total KE (2009-2011)

* Solabarrieta, et al. 2013, Cont Shelf Res; Rubio et al. 2011 GRL
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iv. STP spatio-temporal performance

Winter – months 10 11 12 (not data available for 2009)
Summer – months 6 7 8
iv. STP spatio-temporal performance
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iv. Conclusions and future work

- Taking account differences in depth, the radar provide good estimations of real trajectories with distances < at 12 h
- In comparison with real buoys ST results provides errors around , improving persistence at time > 24 h
- The performances of the STP vary seasonally and spatially (in agreement with the persistence). Different local processes which modulate the local circulation may be responsible of this variability
- The method developed by Frolov et al. 2012 is a good tool for STP in our area, improvement could be acquired by understanding better the impact of the different scale processes on the transports in the area and applying STP following different strategies (“seasonal training”, “process-oriented training”)
iv. Conclusions and future work

- Need for monitoring and forecast near the coast. Improved OMA analysis (already operational)

- Promote the use of HFR data & products derived from the Basque System

- Next step: apply STP operationally to OMA currents extended to the coast
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Thank you for your attention!
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